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2.7.1  Student Satisfaction Survey (SSS) on overall institutional performance  

 

 

Most of the students gave their feedback that 75% teachers of Sanskrit Department are very 

regular in class and update them regarding researches in the field of their disciplines, 90% of 

them focus on the syllabus. Students of the Department of Chemistry gave feedback that 90% 

of their teachers are regular in class, while 50% of the teachers referred to latest 

developments in the field of research. 80% of their teachers help them outside the class on 

remedial basis. Students of the Department of Botany gave feedback that 90% of the teachers 

are regular in class. 75% of the teachers follow the syllabus. Most of the teachers inspire 

them in class, while most of them follow innovative teaching method. Students of 

Mathematics gave feedback that 80% of their teachers follow syllabus in an excellent 

manner, while 75% of them are regular in class. 60% of them acquaint them with research 

work outside the syllabus. Students of the Department of Political Science opined that most 

of the teachers inspire the students in the class and their percentage is about 75%. 80% of the 

teachers help students outside the class. Students of Zoology gave feedback that 90% of 

teachers are regular in class, while 75% of them follow innovative teaching methods. 80% of 

the teachers refer to the latest development of the field and inspire them to write research 

papers of the own. Students from the department of History opined that 80% of the teachers 

are regular in class. 50% of the teachers have career-oriented interaction with them, while 

70% of them focus on the syllabus. Students of the Department of English gave feedback that 

70% of teachers are regular in class, while 60% of them refer to latest development of the 

field. 80% of the teachers make career-oriented interaction with the students. Students of the 

Department of Bengali opined that 90% of their teachers are regular in class, while 75% of 

them adhere to the syllabus. 60% of them apply innovative teaching method and 50% of them 

help students outside the class. Student of Geography gave feedback that 80% of their 

teachers are regular in class, while 60% of them follow the syllabus. 75% of them apply 

innovative teaching methods, while 50% of them make a research oriented approach. 

Students of the department of Philosophy gave feedback that 70% of the teachers are regular 

in class, while 60% of the teachers adhere to the syllabus. 50% of them help students outside 

the class. Students of Physics opined that most of the teachers are regular in class, while 90% 

of them follow the syllabus. 90% of them refer to the latest development in the field of 

respective discipline. Students of the discipline of B.Com, that offer Accountancy as Honours 

opined that 70% of their teachers help the students outside the class, while 60% of the give 

them a career-oriented approach. 
 


